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New York
Luigi Ghirri
Silvia Gruner
Berlinde De Bruyckere
Jeanette Mundt
Anna Ostoya
Carrie Moyer
Jack Early
Anri Sala
Bhupendra Karia
Sue Tompkins
Luke Murphy
“Printing Women: Three
Centuries of Female
Printmakers 1570–1900”
“The Value of Food:
Sustaining a Green
Planet”
Beverly Semmes
Zoe Beloff
Louise Despont
“Ocean of Images: New
Photography 2015”
Robert Ryman

Los Angeles
Laure Prouvost
Ed Kienholz and Nancy
Reddin Kienholz
Elena Manferdini
Fiona Banner
Seth Price
Jessi Reaves and Sophie
Stone
“Performing the Grid”

Chicago
“Present Standard”
Courttney Cooper
Charlotte Moorman

Houston
Edgar Leciejewski
Jennie C. Jones

Minneapolis
Andrea Büttner

Overland Park
Andrzej Zieliński

Philadelphia
Jennifer Levonian and
Sarah Gamble

Portland
Paige Powell

CURRENT PAST
Los Angeles
Terri Friedman and Philip Argent
SHOSHANA WAYNE GALLERY
2525 Michigan Ave # B1
July 25, 2013–December 1, 2001
It’s double the pleasure this month at Shoshana Wayne.
Smart as ever in blending the elegant and the awkward, Terri
Friedman continues her fascination with air and water and
breath and pulse with her usual high- and low-tech means. At
opposite ends of the main gallery, she has placed a large
bowl in spun aluminum filled with deep amber fluid and a tree
scrapped together from odd bits of lumber and hardware. The
latter is inhabited by numerous oddly shaped sewn cloth bags
that inflate and deflate. With the help of small electric fans on
timers, some of these seem to take deep full breaths while
others seem only to gasp or wheeze. Filling the space
between are a series of paintings made of boldly colored
acrylic, transparent and translucent, poured on rigid sheets of
acrylic plastic propped against the wall. No doubt these owe
a debt to Morris Louis, but they pay it back with interest, as light passing through their multiple layers
generates dazzling optical effects that flutter as you move, leaving you both calm and exhilarated. In the
smaller gallery, Philip Argent mingles codes and methodologies of past and present in paintings that
reference digital design, club aesthetics, Op, hard-edge abstraction, and plein air painting. Abstract,
realist, virtual: They deliver odd yet seemingly familiar scapes with a cool romanticism.

— Christopher Miles

Philip Argent, PCH4, 2001.
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